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Help Secure a Healthy Winter Season with New Coral LLC® CellEnergy H2
Revolutionary new molecular hydrogen supplement delivers antioxidant effect
CARSON CITY, NV (December XX, 2015)— Help wane the worries of winter – from
holiday stress to seasonal ailments and lethargy – with Coral LLC CellEnergy H2, a
molecular hydrogen supplement that can help scavenge toxic free radicals from the
body.
Harnessing the power of molecular hydrogen (H2), which is fast gaining
significant attention in scientific and medical studies due to its noted therapeutic effect
on about 150 different disease models, CellEnergy H2 may help increase energy and
stamina, as well as counteract attacks on the immune system caused by seasonal
stress and other factors.*
Molecular hydrogen is the smallest, most mobile and bioavailable molecule, which allows it to
deeply penetrate cells to eliminate free radicals at the source. It’s this antioxidant effect on the body that
may result in therapeutic or preventative benefits related to rheumatoid arthritis, cardiovascular
disease, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, diabetes, osteoporosis, chronic
inflammation, hypertension, hyperlipidemia and many other diseases. *
Even more, reports of faster recovery from health-related ailments, as well as more energy,
improved physical performance and focus have been associated with H2 intake.
New to the United States, Coral LLC CellEnergy H2 combines the remarkable properties of
molecular hydrogen with essential bioavailable calcium – plus 73 other minerals – all harvested from
above-sea, EcoSafe™ coral.
Coral CellEnergy H2 is now available in a two-month supply (60 caplets) for $59.99 (MSRP).
Visit www.coralcalcium.com to purchase or locate a nearby retailer.
To be considered for first available samples of Coral CellEnergy H2, media may contact Sandra
at On the Horizon Communications at (805) 773-1000, or email sandra@thepressroom.com.
Coral LLC, the leading brand of coral minerals, is the original coral calcium mineral company in
the U.S., using only EcoSafe™ above-sea coral in its products. The company is located at 5576 Bighorn
Drive, Carson City, NV.
*These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or

prevent any disease.

